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1. 'Implementation and enforcement of International Humanitarian Law is largely dependent on

voluntary actions of parties to an armed conflict. Compliance with IHL cannot be ensured

due to the lack of an enforcement mechanism embodied into the legal regime.'

Critically evaluate the above statement drawing examples from applicable legal provisions

and decided cases.

"Violations of international humanitarian law (IHL) are reported by the media evbry day.

However, the fact that the development and implementation of IHL have also changed the

behaviour of groups who are involved in conflict over the decades and motivated them to

refrain from violating the law, is an extremely under-reported story. it is just as important to

identify the situations in which IHL has had a positive impact to restrain belligerents and to

protect humanity in the midst of war."

Discuss the above statement with reference to the historical development of International

Humanitarian Law and its application in recent and current armed conflicts'

Navodya and Promodya are neighbouring States of Samudya region eng,aged in a protracted

armed hostility over an occupied territory. Both warring parties heavily employ a range of

prohibited methods of warfare which cause superfluous injury to both sides and severe

damage to the natural environment of the region. In the course of hostilities between the

States, the following incidents have been reported:

a) In the capital of Navodya a hospital and a place of worship have been targeted by aerial

attack by Pramodya killing thirty people including ten children. In retaliation, the air

force of Navodya carried out a reprisal raid against camps thought to be housing the

explosives and ammunitions factory. Due to the severe attack, around twenty workers of

the factory are killed.

3.



Navodya declares that it cannot guarantee the safety of a hospital ship from Promodya,

and accuses it of taking part in military operations.

Navodyan forces contemplate to target using their drones (UAVs), a number of strategic

locations of Promodya namely an irrigation project, a bridge, a historical monument and

a power plant in the major cities of Promodya.

Promodya uses chemical weapons targeting the century old botanical garden and

adjoining vegetation of Navodya.

e) The Promodyan Commander of the occupation forces requests a unit of humanitarian

workers to collect_ the wounded Navodyan forces in occupied territory and subject them

to new scientific experiments. For this purpose, the Commander compels the

humanitarian workers to take Promodyan soldiers in the humanitarian workers' uniform

in their vehicles into Navodyan territory.

Assume that both States are parties to Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their Additional
Protocols of 1977 in addition to the Hague Conventions. Discuss the liabilities of both States

under International Humanitarian Law.

4. 'Although international humanitarian law has as its aim the limitation of the effects of armed

conflict, it does not include a full definition of those situations which fall within its material

field of application. Some actual situations whose categorization under existing legal

concepts has also been debated.'

Do you agree with the above statement? Support your.answer in light of various types of
armed conflicts and how they are legally defined and the rules that apply to various situations

of armed conflicts.

5. The State of Noleena is involved in an armed conflict with the State of Ricora, which is a
country situated 500 miles away from Noleena. Furthermore, Noleena is also engaged in an

ongoing armed conflict with a rebel group called Southern Patriots within the country.

Discuss the legal implications of the following situations in light of relevant principles and

concepts of intemational humanitarian law.

Trevor, an employee of X-Force Corporation, carries out vital maintenance

functions for the military aircraft involved in Operation Firefly, which is a

bombing mission by Noleena against Ricora. There is a plan by Ricora to use

drone attacks to kill such important workers and to thereby disrupt Operation

Firefly.
Steven is a medical doctor secretly supplying medicines and

the Southem Patriots. Two days ago during a surprise attack

Govemment security forces of Noleena, Steven had taken a

b)

c)

d)

11. medical services to

on the rebels by the

gun and joined the



fighting' Yesterday when Steven was walking past a checkpoint near his house, he
was recognized by some Noleenan soldiers on duty, who had seen him fight with
the rebels. Steven is shot and injured by a soldier.

6. Answer EITHER (A) OR (B):

'Cultural heritage iestruction constitutes a crime against people, not simply a loss of
property only' Thus, cultural heritage preservation should be put at the same level with
other humanitarian goals, and the theft, damage and destruction of cultural property
should be punishable offences under international larv.,

critically assess the adequacy of the existing legal provisions pertaining to cultural
property. Support your answer with authorities and concrete examples.

'Current laws do not satisfactorily protect the natural environment during armed conflict.A new legal instrument should be developed which provides protection during
international and non-international armed conflicts for specific geographical areas with
critical natural resources and areas of ecorogicar importance.,

Critically examine the current legal framework that protects the environment during
armed conflict and support your answer relevant authorities and illustrations.

7 ' war has been raging between oAnasa' and 'Lubaya', two neighbouring States, for over threeyears' 'Anasa Daily' reported that Lubaya has been recruiting children aged thirteen to
eighteen (13 - 18) to the Lubayan armed forces and in a counter attack launched by Anasa, atraining camp for 'young military recruits' located in Northern Lubaya was successfully
destroyed with 'no damage to non-military objects'. However, commander Lutalo of
Lubayan armed forces declared at a press conference that Anasa had attacked against a
dancing school located in the vicinity of the war zone thereby injuring twentyfive children.
He further stated that several children in the school have been captured by Anasa soldiers
after the attack.

During the armed conflict, it was further alleged that hundreds of Anasaniyan women have
been forced into otemporary marriages' with men of Lubayan armed forces. Two Anasaniyan
women who escaped from their captors confirmed to 'World Affairs,, an inteinationally
acclaimed news channel, that they had in fact been kept in custody as .temporary 

wives, to
please Lubayan soldiers and that most of those women gave birth to children as a result.
'Anasa Daily' subsequently reported that: o'Anasaniyan 

women in Lubayan custody have not
only been subject to rape, but have also been subject to torture under Commander Lutalo,s
command."

A.

B.
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Assurne that you have been appointed as the Legal Advisor of a neutral humanitarian
organization. Prepare a legal analysis of the issues arising in connection with the armed

conflict between Anasa and Lubaya assuming that bottr States are parties to the four Geneva

Conventions, their Additional.Protocols, thq Rome Statute and other significant international
human rights conventions
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